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Dr. Florian, I Presume
 

Faculty Awards and
Highlights 

 
Happy Holidays!
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Congratulations!

DR. FLORIAN, I PRESUME
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A "WICKED" GOOD
PUBLICATION

Assistant Professor of Writing and
Communication Steve Florian recently defended
his dissertation through Indiana University of
Pennsylvania’s Composition and Applied
Linguistics PhD program. His dissertation, titled
Understanding the Effect of Labeling
Developmental Writing Students as Probationary:
a Critical Qualitative Inquiry, dealt with the self-
perception of first year composition students after
landing on academic probation. Steve’s
committee was comprised of readers from IUP as
well as an outside reader from California State
University Northridge, where he had previously
attained his Masters and taught as an adjunct. 

Prof. Britteny Cioni-Haywood, Adjunct Economics, senior
administrator at the Alaska Division of Commercial Fisheries,
and aspiring futurist, recently had an article published in the
Anchorage-based STRIVE magazine October-December
issue. The article discusses the nature of "wicked problems,"
which are 'wicked' in the sense that they are contrasted to
'tame' problems that have true or false answers, or clear
paths to their solutions. (The terms were coined by design
theorists back in the 1970s.) In the article, Prof. Cioni-
Haywood discusses how 'wicked' problems like climate
change, COVID, and the widespread availability of
disinformation entangle with each other to create a true
challenge that can only be overcome through the cultivation
of flexibility, empathy, and relationship. Read it here.

https://magazine.thestriveproject.com/issue/oct-dec-2021/leading-through-wicked-problems/
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Drs. Polanska and Urquhart received two grant awards. The first award was for Integrating
Political Science Curricula Across Distance-Delivery Programs. They are collaborating with
Glenn Wright in Juneau and political science colleagues at UAF. The project will include
workshopping in spring and early summer to develop a political science course offering plan
to maximize student enrollment in distance UAF and UAS political science courses, and to
support continued online delivery of the Bachelor of Arts in Political Science at UAF.
 
The second one is titled Joint UAA-UAS Sociology BA/BS Degree Development Proposal,
and both faculty are working with Lora Vess in Juneau and their sociology faculty
colleagues at UAA. The project will include workshops and meetings this summer to
develop and plan for launch of a joint bachelor's degree in sociology supported between
UAA and UAS. This effort would fill the gap left from the cancellation of the UAA sociology
degree last year, which is currently in a teach-out, and which was the only sociology degree
available in the state. - Contributed by Dr. Urquhart

Dr. Robinson's proposal, Cold Water Dive Physiology: An interdisciplinary investigation of
diver manual dexterity in southeast Alaska, also received an award and will be a project
conducted in collaboration with Joel Markis at UAS Sitka. The goal is to create a powerful
learning experience for both Sitka science diver students and Ketchikan anatomy
physiology students by conducting a cold water scuba dive physiology study. University of
Alaska Southeast’s unique location within a high latitude ocean provides an excellent
opportunity to examine aspects of cold water scuba dive physiology. - Contributed by Dr.
Robinson

Three Awards for Ketchikan

FACULTY INITIATIVE AWARDS



ASK UAS

We have a student government! Allie Hurley is our new UAS Ketchikan Student Government
President and Kevin Mock is our new Vice President. 

Thanks to Student Advisor Jessica Driscoll for her diligent work to recruit. 
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Prof. Barbara Morgan delivered
this month's Ask UAS lecture.

Up-close photos highlighted the
amazing variety of creatures
and plant life living in our local
beach ecosystem.

I'm really excited to be teaching PSY / SOC 333 Human Sexuality Across Cultures. I've
taught this class several times over the last few years and feel like it just keeps getting
better. This course is an opportunity to challenge norms in our own culture that often go
unquestioned. Using research in the social sciences we investigate assumptions related to
human sexuality within  mainstream US culture, as  well as other cultures within and beyond

SPOTLIGHT ON HUMAN SEXUALITY

the US. For example, is male circumcision medically beneficial? Is
monogamy really the ideal relationship style? What is sex positivity?
How do race and gender impact the experience of singlism? What is
the incel community? What is the experience of identity development
for two-spirit Native Americans? This topic of study is constantly
evolving, which makes teaching this course fun and challenging.       
- Contributed by Prof. Ali Ziegler

Interested in lecturing in Spring? 
Reach out!



Mike LaBarge and I traveled to Seattle for
Pacific Marine Expo 2021,  where we spent
the weekend promoting our maritime trades
classes and programs. 

We had the opportunity to network with and
tour other educational institutions, answer
questions from prospective students, and
catch up with fellow industry folks from all
over Alaska and the Pacific Northwest. 

We each got the opportunity to explore the
expo and connect with folks in our respective
trades and reconnect with many former
students and coworkers. It was a whirlwind
weekend and an absolute blast! 
                      -Contributed by Angie Goffredi
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EXPO(SITIONING)EXPO(SITIONING)  

WELDSGIVINGWELDSGIVING

A 2019 QMED student stopped by to say hello!

https://uas.alaska.edu/ketchikan/contact/directory.html#N10AC8-accordion


THE CUP OF NEWS 
WILL SEE YOU NEXT YEAR!
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THE SEASONS CHANGE 
This is the last Cup of News
until January.

Stay strong as we near the
finish line not only of the
semester, but of what has been,
arguably, another tough year in
the wider world we occupy.
Have some truly wonderful
Holidays!

Finally, remember the Cup of
News upcoming post-holiday
issue when you have interesting
and fun things happen over the
break! Take notes and take
photos!


